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ABSTRACT

The idea behind Software Defined Networking (SDN) is to
conceive the network as one programmable entity rather
than a set of devices to manually configure, and OpenFlow
meets this objective. In OpenFlow, a centralized programmable
controller installs rules onto switches to implement policies.
However, this flexibility comes at the expense of extra over-
head as the number of rules might exceed the memory ca-
pacity of switches, which raises the question of how to place
most profitable rules on board. Solutions proposed so far
strictly impose paths to be followed inside the network. We
advocate instead that we can trade routing requirements
within the network to concentrate on where to forward traf-
fic, not how to do it. As an illustration of the concept, we
propose an optimization problem that gets the maximum
amount of traffic delivered according to policies and the ac-
tual dimensioning of the network. The traffic that cannot
be accommodated is forwarded to the controller that has the
capacity to process it further. We also demonstrate that our
approach permits a better utilization of scarce resources in
the network.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.2.3 [Network Operations]: Network Management

Keywords

Software-Defined Networking; OpenFlow; Rule Placement

1. INTRODUCTION
Software Defined Networking (SDN) [13] paradigm is aim-

ing to facilitate the task of network management by trans-
forming switches into programmable entities. Programma-
bility is performed in a centralized way, which increases net-
work flexibility and eases the introduction of new functions
and services across the network. OpenFlow [9] is a communi-
cation protocol enabling SDN, which has been implemented
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in commodity switches and starts to be deployed in produc-
tion networks [6]. SDN in general and OpenFlow in partic-
ular enable fine-grained flow-level traffic control for various
management tasks (e.g., rate limitation, access control, ac-
counting). A logically centralized controller is responsible of
the allocation of the decision tables in switches by installing
on them the appropriate forwarding rules.

However, many controller platforms [1, 4] still require net-
work programmers to manually transform high-level policies
into low-level rules and to decide where to install them. This
is unfortunately a complex task giving the large number of
flows to handle and the diversity of constraints and strate-
gies to be accounted for. The limited available memory on
switches and the capacity of network links are typical con-
straints. Indeed, the memory limitation on switches restricts
the number of rules that can be installed and makes more
challenging the process of mapping high-level policies into
low-level rules. In fact, OpenFlow rules are more complex
than forwarding rules in normal routers, as they support flex-
ible matchings and sophisticated actions rather than simply
forwarding based on IP prefixes. According to today’s tech-
nology, a commodity OpenFlow switch can support up to
tens of thousands of rules [14], far below what is required
for an exhaustive network management [10]. The same prob-
lem exists in software switches for which performances are
limited by CPU caches. This urges the need for optimized
and automated solutions for rule placement able to select
and place the most profitable rules across the network.

Recent studies have explored the problem of OpenFlow
rules selection and placement [10, 2, 7, 8, 16], as detailed
in Section 2. Some of them as [2] propose local solutions to
switches for a better flow management. Other studies [7, 8]
advance a network-wide problem but still require the opera-
tor to define for the different flows the treatment they should
expect from the network in terms of routing. The role of the
network-wide optimization is then to minimize the volume
of resources required to handle the flows efficiently. This
approach imposes on the optimizer and the centralized con-
troller limitations on the way flows should be treated inside
the network (i.e., the exact path to follow). Furthermore,
existing solutions focus on the minimum resources required,
thus making the implicit assumption that all flows can al-
ways finally achieve their desired processing. In this paper
we advocate a more general approach. Our new approach
differs in two main aspects. On one side, it only limits the
constraints imposed on the optimizer to the simple one of
respecting the endpoint policy as long as the traffic entering
the network at some specific point leaves it at the desired



egress points. This assumes that the SDN network is reach-
ing its objective whatever is the path followed across the
network (e.g., the cost of using internal links is low, the
network is of low diameter, etc.). As a consequence, paths
inside the network can be adapted for the best utilization of
network resources. On the other hand, we optimize the rule
placement for given network resources and traffic demand.
Differently speaking, we do not seek the best dimensioning
of the network that accommodates actual traffic, but rather
get the maximum from the actual dimensioning of the net-
work given the traffic demand. This implies that part of
the traffic might not get the desired processing by the net-
work: we suppose for this part that the network switches
are equipped with a default forwarding plane carrying it
into one or more controllers inside the network where it can
be later processed (e.g., tunneled to its final destination or
dropped). In a complement to the first aspect, the target
here is to minimize the volume of the traffic following the
default behavior.

Through these two aspects, we present a novel way to con-
sider SDN networks composed of OpenFlow switches, yield-
ing further flexibility and better efficiency. In the following
we present the main lines of the approach and comment on
a possible modeling work that can be carried out to imple-
ment the network-wide optimization. We then discuss the
efficiency gain we obtain by trading routing and dimension-
ing in favor to the endpoint policy. We finally open the
discussion to general questions brought by our vision.

2. STATE OF THE ART
One of the major challenges of SDN is to raise the level of

abstraction with the objectives of easing network manage-
ment and facilitating the development, debugging and de-
ployment of new applications. Frenetic [3] and Procera [15]
are two programming languages for OpenFlow networks that
provide a rich environment and operators to transform high-
level policies into switch-level rules.

Recently, several studies [2, 11, 5] have advocated to ag-
gressively use wildcard rules to limit interactions between
switches and controller and to minimize the rule space con-
sumption on switches. Among these studies, DevoFlow [2]
handles short flows using wildcard rules, whereas Domain-
Flow [11] splits the network into two domains: one using
wildcard rules and the other one exact matching rules. In
SwitchReduce [5], all rules that have identical actions are
compressed into a wildcard rule, except at the first hop
switch.

On the rule placement side, DIFANE [16] classifies rules
and caches the most important ones at some special devices,
named authority switches. Then, ingress switches redirect
unmatching packets towards these authority switches, which
allows reducing the load on the controller as well as the
number of rules required to be stored on ingress switches.
vCRIB [10] advocates to put rules in both hypervisors and
switches to achieve a good trade-off between performance
and resource usage. All these techniques require additional
devices to be used.

Palette [8] and OneBigSwitch [7] take into account both
the endpoint policy and the routing policy to produce the
aggregated rule sets and to decide where to install them in
the network. More precisely, Palette decomposes the large
endpoint policy table into sub-tables and inserts them on
the switches so that each packet traverses all the tables at

least one. In this manner, it is equivalent to a single lookup
in the original large endpoint policy table. However, as
shown in [7], Palette leads to suboptimal solutions because
it enforces shortest path routing and mandates that all net-
work paths fully satisfy the endpoint policy. Palette thus
is not able to benefit from all available switches in the net-
work when shortest paths span few switches. OneBigSwitch
outperforms Palette by exploiting more paths and enforcing
part of the endpoint policy along each path.

These solutions mainly target the network provisioning
problem, and they can efficiently place rules to satisfy the
endpoint policy while minimizing resources. However, they
are not appropriate for scenarios where there are not enough
resources to satisfy the whole endpoint policy. We present
examples of such use cases in Section 3.3. The aspects cov-
ered by our approach, including mainly the placement of the
most profitable rules under constrained resources, and the
relaxation of the routing policy, are novel and allow better
efficiency and more flexible network programming.

3. OUR VISION
The approach followed so far in the literature ([8, 7]) to

solve the OpenFlow rules selection and placement problem
is to pre-define the paths that packets must follow inside
the network (e.g., shortest path) and then to determine the
set of rules and their placement such that these paths are
respected. Sometimes, imposing paths is necessary to en-
sure performance and cost levels, however, in most situa-
tions where OpenFlow would be used, the impact of the
exact path followed by traffic within the network is negligi-
ble (e.g., cost or delay) as long as the traffic can reach its
destination. Therefore, we advocate that while it is essential
to respect the endpoint policy (i.e., reach the desired set of
egress points for set of packets matching a pattern) to en-
sure that the traffic is delivered to its destination, we can
relax the routing policy (i.e., not imposing on the traffic to
follow a specific path through the network as long as there
are no loops). Relaxing the routing policy improves the path
diversity, which increases the network capacity as resources
not used when the path is imposed become usable without
the constraint; the hidden cost being a higher complexity of
selecting and placing rules as the space of potential solutions
to explore is larger.

To take into consideration the default path forwarding,
to satisfy the endpoint policies and also to avoid forward-
ing loops, we propose to forward all packets from the same
ingress point over the same default arbitrary path, until they
are possibly diverted to a path that leads them to one of their
suitable egress points. In practice, the default path can be
the one that leads to the controller. However, as the routing
policy is relaxed, the actual path to follow to reach a suitable
egress point is not imposed. Therefore, nothing prevents a
packet to follow the default path until it is shunted with a
path going toward the right egress point.

In view of this, solving the allocation and placement prob-
lem is equivalent to finding the switches where to shunt the
default paths with paths to egress points. The role of the
optimization herein is to maximize the total value of traffic
that can be sent to its suitable egress point with regard to
the available resources, which is an important factor to ac-
count for when resources are scarce. This is a key difference
of our approach compared to solutions in the literature that
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Figure 1: Example of the routing policy relaxation

try to find the minimum volume of resources necessary to
accommodate all traffic.

Figure 1 illustrates the rule placement problem in a sim-
ple scenario. Each switch only has one available flow entry,
beside the default entry. We have two different flows R1 and
R2 whose suitable egress point is E for both and traffic for R1
being larger than traffic for R2 and in case of scarce resource,
the policy is to maximize the amount of traffic readily deliv-
ered to suitable egress points. With our solution, we first let
all packets follow the default path on switches A and B. Then,
packets of R1 are deflected to the preferred egress point us-
ing specifically installed rules on switch C (R1 → D) and
switch D (R1 → E). However, as there is no more room on
switch C, neither on switch D, rules for R2 cannot be installed
and packets of R2 are eventually delivered to the controller,
via the default path, for further processing.

3.1 Maximizing traffic satisfaction
In the following we propose an example of integer linear

programming model that can be used to compute the best
allocation of rules when the routing policy is relaxed. To
highlight the interest of using default paths, we optimize
the rule placement for a given network resource and traffic
demand, which would typically be the case when migrating
a network to OpenFlow. Our optimization problem must
then take into account switch memory and link capacity con-
straints which implies that part of the traffic might not be
delivered directly to its desired egress points but would go
to the controller instead. Maximizing the traffic satisfaction
for a given resource is the dual problem of finding the best
network provisioning to accommodate traffic as envisioned
by Palette [8] or OneBigSwitch [7], and nothing prevents
relaxing the routing policy for that problem as well.

Before Section 3.2, we define the following terms that are
used throughout the text. A matching pattern is the com-
bination of meta information related to packets (e.g., des-
tination IP address, protocol, origin) that switches use to
determine the action (e.g., forward, drop, encapsulate) to
be performed on packets. In the following, the symbol R de-
notes the set of matching patterns and ∀r ∈ R,E(r) ⊆ E is
the set of egress points where it is suitable to forward pack-
ets matching the pattern r. A flow is the set of all packets
that match the same matching pattern and an iFlow is the
subset of packets that belong to the same flow and that share
the same ingress point. The traffic workload of the network
is modeled as the set of iFlows F in conjuction with pf that
denotes the packet rate of the iFlow f ∈ F . By abuse of no-
tation, the matching pattern associated to an iFlow f ∈ F
is denoted rf and wf,e stands for the weight the endpoint
policy gives to making packets of iFlow f leaving the net-
work via the egress point e ∈ E(rf ). A network is composed

of a logically centralized controller and set of interconnected
switches S. A path is an ordered sequence of switches sepa-
rating two points in the network and Successor(f, e, s) de-
fines the path to follow in case the rule for f ∈ F is installed
on s ∈ S and that egress point e ∈ E(rf ) has been selected
as egress point for the iFlow. Similarly, DefPath(f) is the
default path that packets from an iFlow f ∈ F would follow
if they could not be matched, starting to the ingress point
of the iFlow. Finally, the way paths are computed is let to
the discretion of the network operator as long as each path
is loop free.

3.2 Problem Formulation
Our objective is to maximize the value of the traffic that

respects the endpoint policy (i.e., delivered to its most appro-
priate egress points) and we can write our objective function
as follows:

max
∑

f∈F

∑

e∈E(rf )

wf,e yf,e (1)

where the Boolean variable yf,e indicates whether packets
of iFlow f are delivered to egress point e.

It is thus necessary to build a Boolean placement |R|-
by-|E|-by-|S| matrix A = (ar,e,s), where ar,e,s indicates
whether a rule must be installed on switch s ∈ S, so that
packets associated to the matching pattern r ∈ R are deliv-
ered to egress point e (ar,e,s = 1) or not (ar,e,s = 0).

To take into consideration the default path forwarding,
the endpoint policies and also to avoid forwarding loops,
acceptable solutions to this rule placement problem must
satisfy the following constraints:

∀f ∈ F, ∀e ∈ E(rf ) : yf,e ∈ {0, 1} (2)

∀r ∈ R,∀e ∈ E(r),∀s ∈ S : ar,e,s ∈ {0, 1} (3)

∀f ∈ F : 1 ≥
∑

yf,e
e∈E(rf )

(4)

∀f ∈ F,∀e /∈ E(rf ) : yf,e = 0 (5)

∀f ∈ F, ∀e ∈ E(rf ) : yf,e ≤
∑

arf ,e,s

s∈DefPath(f)

(6)

∀f ∈ F, ∀e ∈ E(rf ),∀s ∈ DefPath(f) : yf,e ≥ arf ,e,s (7)

∀r ∈ R,∀s ∈ S :
∑

e∈E(r)

ar,e,s ≤ 1 (8)

∀r ∈ R,∀s ∈ S,∀e /∈ E(r) : ar,e,s = 0 (9)

∀f ∈ F,∀e ∈ E(rf ),

∀s ∈ DefPath(f),∀n ∈ Successor (f, e, s) :

(arf ,e,s − arf ,e,n)×∆(f, e, n) ≤ 0 (10)

Constraints (2) and (3) ensure that yf,e and af,e,s are
binary variables. Constraints (4) and (5) guarantee that
packets of the iFlow f are delivered to at most one egress
point and that this egress point satisfies the endpoint policy
E(rf ). For the sake of generality, two iFlows with the same
matching pattern r can be delivered to two different egress
points. All iFlows that cannot be delivered to an egress point
are directed to the controller and constraint (6) guarantees
that if iFlow f is deflected to the egress point e, then a
rule allowing this is installed on at least one switch on the
default path of iFlow f (yf,e = 1 ⇒ ∃s ∈ DefPath(f) such
that arf ,e,s = 1). Constraint (7) indicates that if an iFlow



f is not delivered to an egress point e, no rule for the iFlow
is installed on any switch on the default path (yf,e = 0 ⇒
arf ,e,s = 0, ∀s ∈ DefPath(f)).

Constraints (8) and (9) ensure that a matching pattern
r has at most one entry on the switch s, and that packets
matching r are forwarded toward one of their egress points
E(r).

Constraint (10) avoids forwarding loops by imposing that
once a rule is installed on a switch, it must also be installed
on all successors of that switch toward the selected iFlow’s
egress point e (except switches where it is able to use the de-
fault rule for forwarding packets for f towards egress point e,
which is denoted by ∆(f, e, n) = 0) (arf ,e,s = 1 ⇒ arf ,e,n =
1 if ∆(f, e, n) = 1, ∀n ∈ Successor (f, e, s)).

Switch memory limitation: To account for switch mem-
ory limitation, we denote Cs as the number of rules that
can be installed in the memory of any switch s ∈ S. The
following constraint takes memory limitations into account:

∀s ∈ S :
∑

r∈R

∑

e∈E(r)

ar,e,s ≤ Cs (11)

One can extend the model further to allow rules to be ag-
gregated on switches and hence reduce their memory usage.
However, for room issues, we let the reader consult the de-
tails of the method on our companion technical report for
this paper on [12].

Link capacity limitation: The concept of leveraging a
default path implicitly assumes that the internal network is
provisioned well enough to support the traffic load. However,
it does not mean that egress links are all over-provisioned
and care must be taken to (1) favor some egress points and
(2) not overload egress links. The first objective is assured by
the weighted factor in Eq.( 1). To account for the capacity
of egress links and not overload them, let Be be the capacity
of the link for egress e ∈ E. The constraint to not overload
egress links is then:

∀e ∈ E :
∑

f∈F

yf,e · pf ≤ Be. (12)

If the capacity of the link connected to the controller is
limited, the following constraint that only accounts for traf-
fic delivered to the controller can also be added:

∑

f∈F



1−
∑

e∈E(rf )

yf,e



 · pf ≤ B∗. (13)

Solving the above problem returns the rule placement so-
lution, i.e., which rule and where to install in the network
in order to maximize traffic satisfaction. We are currently
working on extending our model to account for bandwidth
limitation for links inside the network. However, the adapta-
tion is not straightforward as it requires to track the path fol-
lowed by the different iFlows that might be partially shared
with the default path.

3.3 Use cases
The optimization model that we formalized in Section 3.2

is designed to cover a broad range of networking use cases
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Figure 2: Example topology

thanks to the level of abstraction of the objective function.
In this section we present three common use cases that can
be solved with our model.
Load balancing: For reliability and efficiency reasons, net-
works are commonly connected to several service providers,
or services are running on several servers such that traffic
load can be balanced between several points. When rules ag-
gregation is enabled, our optimization problem can be used
to achieve load balancing. To do so, and without loss of gen-
erality, an iFlow to be load balanced among several egress
points must be artificially decomposed into multiple iFlows
(i.e., with different matching patterns) that are assigned the
same set of egress points but with different weights, such
that each iFlow gives better value for a particular egress
point. The exact way iFlows can be decomposed is out
of the scope of this paper. For example, if the traffic to
192.0.2.0/24 must be equally balanced between egress e1
and e2, it can be decomposed into iFlows f1 and f2 such
that rfa is 192.0.2.0/25 and rf2 is 192.0.2.128/25 and
weights can be set as follows: {wf1,e1 = 2, wf1,e2 = 1} and
{wf2,e1 = 1, wf1,e2 = 2}.
Load balancing within the network is also possible as if two
iFlows share the same egress point, the path followed by
packets can still be different. With our solution, the load
is not only balanced among egress points, but also among
different paths in the network. It is also worth to notice that
weights can be adapted so that some egress points get more
traffic load than others.

Access Control List: It is common in enterprise networks
to use access control lists to filter out unwanted traffic. We
can use our method to implement them by distributing the
firewall rules among the switches in the network. In this
case, the egress points associated to iFlows of packets to
be dropped are all the switches and the Successor(f, e, s)
function must be defined to always return s (i.e., the switch
where the rule is installed first). Moreover, the action associ-
ated to an installed rule for these iFlows is to drop matching
packets.

Machine to machine communications: Our method
can be used to install the forwarding plane in datacenters
when the traffic pattern between virtual machines can be
estimated. This problem is casted in our ILP by assigning
the destination server as the egress point for the traffic sent
between two machines. To spread the traffic load inside the
network, the load balancing technique described here above
can be applied as well.

4. EARLY STUDY
This section provides a brief study of our approach to show

the potential of relaxing the routing policy. We show with
an illustrative synthetic topology that the optimization prob-



Figure 3: Proportion of traffic covered with different rules
allocation schemes

lem we propose is able to explore a larger space of solutions
than Palette [8] or OneBigSwitch [7].

The objective of Palette and OneBigSwitch is to seek for
the best provisioning of the network that accommodates
with the traffic and policies. However, as our idea is to relax
routing constraints to make the network a true black box, it
becomes natural to envision the dual problem that consists
in finding the best allocation for a given network infrastruc-
ture, which would typically be the case upon migration to
OpenFlow. Differently speaking, the first approach deter-
mines the minimum set of resources necessary to accommo-
date with traffic while our approach offers to accommodate
as much traffic as possible for the budget of available re-
sources.

To compare the dual approaches, we use the topology il-
lustrated in Figure 2 and determine the proportion of traffic
that can be satisfied for different levels of available resources
in the network.

We consider four core routers, all identical, that form a
line topology and that are all directly connected to the same
egress point E where some non-aggregatable traffic must be
sent eventually. All that traffic is originated from the same
end of the chain and the controller is located at the other
end of the chain. The chain thus forms the default path
toward the controller.

Figure 3 illustrates the proportion of satisfied traffic (i.e.,
proportion of traffic delivered to E, assuming that traffic
rate follows a Zipf distribution of decay parameter 0.7), for
different switch memory capacities in the case of 100 non-
aggregatable traffic flows. In our example case, one can
prove that a total of at least 100 rule entries are required
globally in the network to deliver 100% of the traffic without
intervention of the controller. Palette enforces the shortest
path policy, i.e., all the packets must follow the path A � E,
meaning that memory for at least 100 rule entries must be
available on switches to solve the allocation problem, raising
the total memory capacity of the network to 400 rule entries
which is sub-optimal. On the contrary, by decoupling the
network into paths and placing rules along each of the four
possible paths (A � E,A � B � E,A � B � C � E,A �

B � C � D � E), OneBigSwitch manages to optimally sat-
isfy traffic allocation with no more than 25 rules per switch
(100 rule entries in total in the network). Our scheme is also
able to optimally satisfy the whole traffic as long as there are
at least 100 rule entries available in the network. However,
as opposed to the other schemes, our optimization problem
allows to deliver some proportion of traffic even if the avail-

able memory is not sufficient on switches. Our evaluation
shows that our scheme is complementary to OneBigSwitch
as it permits to explore the case of under-provisioned net-
works.

5. DISCUSSION
Solutions proposed so far to address the OpenFlow rule

selection and placement problem assume strict endpoint pol-
icy that exactly states where packets must leave the network.
Moreover, they also assume the known routing policy that
disclose the paths that packets should follow to reach their
egress points. In this paper, we advocate that in most of
OpenFlow networks, the routing policy can be ignored as
only the correct delivery of packets matters, regardless of
the path that they follow. We also prescribe to leverage
the usage of the controller to maximize traffic satisfaction
when network resources are scarce. We propose an Integer
Linear Programming variant to support these claims. More
precisely, we aim to find a rule allocation matrix that maxi-
mizes the total value of the traffic that satisfies the endpoint
policy. The unsatisfied traffic is delivered to the controller
for further processing (e.g., tunneled to right egress points or
simply dropped). A brief comparison with the current state
of the art shows that our solution achieves at least as good
traffic satisfaction as the other solutions when resources are
sufficient and outperforms them in case of scarcity of re-
sources (e.g., memory, link capacity).

Our optimization problem allows partial satisfaction of
the endpoint policy in constrained network environments
and also traffic load balancing between several egress points.
However, this flexibility comes at a potential intensive com-
putation cost (one can prove the maximizing traffic satisfac-
tion problem to be NP-hard by reducing it to the Knapsack
problem). Nevertheless, in most situations, operators are
willing to reduce the overhead of interacting with the con-
troller. If such is the case, valuate the traffic by its rate or
volume is a good approach. Moreover, if the traffic follows a
long-tail distribution, a linear complexity greedy heuristic to
solve the optimization problem is a promising candidate as
it can favor large flows, which rapidly bring value to satisfy
the endpoint policy, at the expense of small flows that bring
little value overall. As future work, we are exploring ways to
solve the rules placement problem with online algorithms in
order to automatically react to network and traffic changes.

Our vision is that one can trade the routing policy to
increase efficiency when resources are limited, as in most
OpenFlow-capable networks, the exact path followed by pack-
ets is not important. However, the location of the controller
in the topology might still have an impact on the overall per-
formances and the interaction with our proposition merits
to be studied in details.
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